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ABSTRACT  

Transformation parameters are those parameters obtained by couvertary 

positions from one daline to the other mathematically. With the increase 

demand for geographic information on positions determinations both locally 

and globally, there is need for an acceptable coordinates transformation 

parameters in Nigeria. However, this need for coordinates transformation 

parameters has remained within the space of scholars and researchers who are 

struggling with the complex mathematical models in two and three dimension. 

However, the people that suffer from the lack of coordinates transformation 

parameters most are the surveyors and geospatial users of the transformation 

parameter. To some of these users, the modalities of the determination 

coordinate transformation is necessary because local geodetic data were 

usually based on a non-geocentric (not centered on the earths center of mass) 

ellipsoids with prescribed ( a and f ) as the best felting surveyed  figure of thre 

earth in the region being surveyed and mapped. The major problem of 

coordinates transformation parameters is that non of the researches carried out 

on coordinates transformation has been adopted. Although there is a 

publication by the office of the surveyor general of the federation as regard to 

coordinates transformation as an interview report from the team of experts the 

usage has not been enforced and this shows down accurate position location of 

trans boundary surveyor on different geodetic dala.  

 

Keywords coordinates transformation parameters and delaine. 

 

Introduction  

Nigeria geodesists as other geodesists all over developing curtsies are facing 

inyriad of problems in determining transformation parameters from one delaine 

to another.  
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However the problem in noigeria is more of political issue in the sense that 

scholars and resqarchers have carried out works on the coordinates 

transformation parameters in the country but non have been accepted and 

adopted as transformation parameters for the country. 

Sometimes in the year 2012 a committees of experts set up by the office of the 

surveyor general of the federation started work for the determination of 

coordinates transformation parameters in the country. This the office of the 

submitted interim report of the office of the surveyor general of the federation 

(OSGOF). However, OSGOF published the interim report in a booklet in time 

2018 with the title transformation parameters for use in Nigeria between Minna 

daterrim (clarve 1880 ellipsoid ) and world geodetic system 1984 (WGS 84)’’  

The transformation parameters published by the office of the surveyor general 

of the federation did who accord the acceptability it deserves because the way 

and manner it was published was without the imparts of the experts who the 

parameters should be put into use this surveyor ascertain make the publication 

in popular within the surveyors and geospatial users. However, it is a fect that 

every research work must be criticized to better the result of the finding, the 

researcher needs to resphrase positively to every critism . this is why the 

problem is political and lack of political will on the part of the government 

contributes to lack of acceptable coordinates transformation parameters in 

Nigeria     

The transformation is necessary for the fact that Nigeria local geodetic datirm 

was developed to provide a point of origin of orientations prescribed by 

longitude (xo) and latitude litial aguiuth xo as  mappunyer coorduainter  system 

and geodete wetwork. Such local geodete data were usually haved on a non-

geocentric (noh chuted on earth cute of mass) elhopsood with prescribed (a and 

f) as the gush fatigue figure of the earth in the region bang surreys and mapped. 

Based on carves 1880 elapsed the arlictary or local datum was esstahistied  at 

minna called minna satum. In the need as was the case of Nigeria dalim were 

generally used on the over or more astronomically determined positions and the 

gosh model of the earth for the local area (hart and Occleve 2017) carve 1880 

ellipsoid which is desecrated on this book geodesy and was corrupted using the 

African geodetic wet work for the mermidcounti are from cape town south 

African to caro in Egypt. It is best fitting for the continent and its parameters 

are  
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A =6378249.145: 1/+ =293.465. carve 1880 ellipsoid is still in use in many  

African countries including Nigeria (aga,elu,2018)which in satelhle geodesy 

there are two geocentric geode datum’s establishedfor the American global 

positioning system (GPS) and the Russian counter part, global or biting 

navigation satellite system (GLONASS). For cips it is a geocentric terrestrial 

reference frame and datum called world geodetic system 1984 (WGS 84). To 

make it a geodetic datum it has to  a prescribed geocentric reference Refer 

ellipsoid of revolution originally defined by four (4) parameters semi major axis 

a normalized second degree zonal gravitational coefficient truncated angular 

velocity of the earth and earth’s gravitational constraint, GM(febura 2017). 

However it was discovered that the numerical values of the WGS 84 defining 

parameters were less accurate than international terrestrial references from 

(ITRF) values with effect from 1996, the united states of America (USA)  

national imagery and mapping agency (DMA) has implemented a revised 

version called WGS 84 ( 9873) by replacing the GM value of WGS. 84 with the 

standard international earth rotation service (IERS) value. Ups datum center and 

its orientation are normally different from classical geodetic datum of each 

nation. This pleuomerion gives rise to the need to determine the services (7) 

parameters, (three (3) translational, three (3) rotational and one (1) scale factor) 

as geodetic datum parameters for effective inter datum conversion of 

coordination’s of national datum and   datum, fabara, 2017) ugodinima, 

Oguntuase, Alohan and Dimgba, (2013) asserted that the transformation 

parameters or that moment for example (DX=+92,DY=93, DZ=-122) if used in 

absolute point positioning technician, it should be noted that the accuracy of 

position determined may be further degraded for users who require the final 

results in a local coordinate system (that is Minna Nigeria daltum) due to 

inaccuracy of the transformation parameters. There is a warned difference 

between the given and that published by the office of the surveyor general of 

the federation (OSGOF). 

 

Problems associated with transformation 

Transformation of coordinates of point will change depending on which datum 

the coordinate are referred to. Therefore to change a coordinate from one datum 

to another a mathematical process known as transformation is used which 

requires a number of points with positions known in terms of both datum that is 
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common points. The accuracy of the transformation depends on the method 

chosen and the accuracy number and distortion of the common points. Geodcki 

transformation are usually geocentre 3 or 7 parameter, or good based. It is 

believed that all the necessary procedures was followed before the comitte 

submitted the interim report. Therefore the questions the users of these 

transformation parameters are asking is that where there any disagreement in 

the work submitted or how? Of the interim report submitted by the committee 

was contrary to that published by the office of the survey general of the 

federation? If these questions were not there the office of the surveyor general 

of the federation should enforce the use of the coordinate transformation for 

Nigeria by insisting that all the surveyor’s general of the states should effect the 

use of the transformation parameters. 

 

Conclusion  

The transformation parameters for use in Nigeria if there is no any serious need 

for modification let it be enforced by the authority concern. However if the 

transformation parameters obtained are not accurate the whole work should be 

repeated or in the alternative be carried in segments based on our political 

zoning in this country and later matched for the whole country 
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